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Can we create scans based on Renko charts?
Hello. Anyone know of specific scans related to Renko charts. My attempts have not been 100% accurate. Could this
be because of how renko charts are constructed? (Data)

Thank you!

renko  scan

After running a scan I view the results first with a candle chart then look at a renko chart. I use renko charts as a 2nd
confirmation when considering a trade by compairing the renko to my candle chart. But I do not rely on the renko chart
for an exit signal because the renko box will print late, after the candle has turned in the opposite direction therefore, I
rely on the candle chart for my exit signal. I'll set up the renko chart with a 9 sma (try experimenting with a 5 or 7 sma
also). The box size depends on how you want to set up your scaling but I use ATR 5.9. I will enter the trade when I
see a green box close above the 9 sma and exit when I see a red box close below the 9 sma. Here is an example:

http://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$INDU&id=p69460270133&def=N&listNum=9

If you have a dual monitor set up you can experiment by placing a candle chart along side of a renko chart and in real
time watch the trade progress, say on a 5 or 10 minute chart setting. Then adjust your box size to your style of trading.
You might also consider using PSAR dots overlaid on your renko chart as additional confirmation. Good Trading
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Here's another example, and I forgot to mention that whipsaws will be a consideration when using the renko style.
http://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=AUY&id=p69460270133&def=N&listNum=9 .....bluepine
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